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BARBARA MILLS WILL
TRY FOR REBA'S SPOT—
'MISS CALIFORNIA'

Vol. 44.

Pacific

PACIFIC'S
BARBARA MILLS IS
'MISS STOCKTON'

C. 0. P. — S. C., STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

June 3, 1949—No. 3<L

12th and 14th Year Students Hold '30' to Radio Program Governor and Mrs. Earl Warren
Dual Graduation in Baxter Stadium Says Tully Knoles
Honored Guests at COP Grad.
TENTATIVE 850 GRADS:
12th PRECEDE 14th
Stockton College Commence
ment exercises will begin at 7:15
p.m., Saturday, June 11th in Bax
ter Stadium lor a tentative 850
students. Of these, 480 are 12th
year graduates and 370 are 14th
year students.

•RC

Mediterranean Tour
Set For June 20

Fund Drive;
Houses to Give

The largest tour ever planned
for a College of the Pacific
group, the Mediterranean Cruise,
prepares to send off its main
party, June 20. The cruise will
be conducted by Dr. G. A. Werner
Mary Helen Keppel will give and Professor E. J. Taylor.
the 12th grade commencement
The main party will consist of
address on "Only the Educated 75 persons, leaving Stockton on
Can be Free." Fourteenth grade a special Santa Fe Pullman car
speaker is Sheldon L. Nicolayson, for New York. From New York
and his subject will be "Positive and return, the main cruise will
ly, A Better Way to Live."
extend from June 23 to August
Twelfth year graduates will
precede fourteenth year students
in the Processional on the south
rim of the stadium, through the
bleachers to designated seats.
Exercises will take place on the
west side of the bleachers.

10, aboard the S.S. Khedive Is
mail, a newly reconditioned ves
sel of the Khedivial Mail Line,
an Egyptian ship company.

The itinerary calls for a pro
gram of shore excursions at the
ports of call: Marseilles, Genoa,
Following the national anthem Naples, Alexandria, Beirut, and
and the Invocation, the Stockton Istanbul.
College Troubadors, conducted by
Also included are side trips to
Frank Thornton Smith, will pre Rome, Cairo and Tuxor, and Da
sent a group of selections.
mascus and Baalbeck. An op
Students will proceed to a stage
erected on center field for the
presentation of the twelfth year
graduation class and the award
ing and presentation of diplomas
by Donna Alberti, class presi
dent ; Miss Lorraine Knoles, chair
man of the Administrative Coun
cil; and Mr. Earl M. Bashor, presi
dent of the Stockton Board of
Education.
Fourteenth year class presen
tation of February and June grad
uates will follow with the confer
ring of Associate in Arts degrees
and presentation of diplomas by
Howard Pearce, class president;
Miss Knoles, and Mr. Bashor.
Processional and recessional
numbers will be presented by the
combined college bands conducted
by Mr. Arthur Holton. Mr. Har
old Heisinger will direct the com
bined bands in a precommencement concert for assembling
guests.

Oliver Leaves on Trip
To Cover Festivals

tional side trip to Jerusalem may
also be arranged, but Dr. Werner
has not indicated yet if it will.
A pre-cruise tour, led by Taylor,
limited to 10 members, will leave
San Francisco by air on June 81.
It will cover Lisbon, Madrid, Se
ville, Granada, and Rome before
meeting the cruise ship at Naples.
A post-cruise trip, led by Wer
ner, will take up to 15 people
away from the regular cruise just
as it prepares to head for home.
Their tour will include visits to
Capri, Switzerland, Paris, Brus
sels, Amsterdam, London, Edin
burgh, Bergen, Oslo, Stockholm,
and Copenhagen before returning
by air to New York on September
10.
As the leader of the tour, Wer
ner continues his annual trips to
Europe and other parts of the
world. His co-director, Taylor,
can count on his own 13 months
in Rome and 6 years in Albania
as experience enough to qualify
(Continued on Page 6)

Pacific's 24th Summer
Sessions Coming Up

Professor Earl Oliver, of the
College of the Pacific Conserva
tory voice staff, left Friday, May
Pacific's two summer school
27, for a three-month trip to sessions will be held from June
Europe.
21 to July 22, and from July 25
He flew to New York on the to August 26; in order that these
28th of May and sailed on the SS two five-week sessions will meet
America, flagship of the US time requirements, classes will
Lines,, on, June 1st. After a be lengthened.
month to six weeks in Paris, re ments will be offered. ReETATJ
newing old acquaintances and
At
this
session,
Pacific's
studying, he will proceed to Mu twenty-fourth, courses in all de
nich, where he spent two years partments will be offered. Recre
in his student days. The rest of ational facilities, tours, and cruis
the time he will visit the Salz- es will be offered to further in
kammergut, taking in the music sure enjoyment and supplement.
festivals at Salzburg, Badgastein
These sessions are open to both
and Kitzbuel, in Austria.
upper division and lower division
students, to Veterans, and to
ANTTILA POINTS EAST
those working toward degrees in
Anyone interested in driving to varied fields. Complete informa
w York or points east after tion may be obtained from a bul
iduation, contact Bill Anttila letin available at the registrar's
office.
the Gym Office.

$520 is the goal the Interna
tional Relations Club is working
towards in its drive to raise
money to finance a foreign stu
dent here at COP.
The latest development in the
drive is the requesting of contri
butions from all the living groups
on campus, an estimated 800 stu
dents. A form letter, sent to each
group, explains the purposes of
the drjve and requests donations
of not more than one dollar and
not less than 56 cents.
Chancellor Tully C. Knoles,
originator of one of the oldest
current histpry programs on Pa
cific Coast airwaves, "The World
Today," gave his concluding
broadcast Tuesday evening at
7:30 p.m. over station KCVN.
Dr. Knoles started the program
in the fall of 1925 from station
KGDM. It will continue to go
on the air, but Dr. Knoles will
not be at the Microphone.
In 1932, Chancellor Knoles'
broadcast became a class as well
as a radio program, and "The
World Today" remains a general
course requirement for all Paci
fic graduates. At one time the
program was released by wire
and "The World Today" was
heard in San Francisco, Sacra
mento, Fresno, Long Beach and
other cities.
When KCVN went on the air
in 1947, the broadcast became an
FM program. Next semester, the
class in "The World Today" will
have a new instructor, Dr. Alonzo
Baker of Los Angeles, whose
appointment to the Pacific fac
ulty was announced recently. Dr.
Baker will continue the tradi
tional class-broadcast next Sep
tember.

Centennial Committee
Announces Contests

Prizes for a slogan, a centen
nial ode, and a musical score for
the ode have been announced by
the College of the Pacific Centen
nial Committee, now planning
events which will celebrate the
100th anniversary of the charter
ing of the College in 1851.
A $25 prize for the slogan has
been set by Chancellor Tully C.
Knoles, honorary chairman. The
deadline for entries is January 1,
1950.
The contest is open to all with
out restriction and students, fac
ulty, and the general public. The
judging committee will select the
slogan which will best denote the
College during the period of its
centennial celebrations.
Dr. Rockwell D. Hunt has set
up a $50.00 prize for a centennial
ode, the entry deadline for which
will be November 1, 1950.
A similar prize is to be estab
lished for a musical score for the
ode, for which entries must be
submitted by April 1, 1951.

The foreign student will prob
ably attend Pacific next semester
if the living groups comply be
fore June 11. The $520 will pay
for room and board for one year
and the tuition will be waived
under a scholarship, according to
President Burns.
The replies as of publication
time were:
South Hall, discretion of each
member; West Hall, no decision;
Epsilon, 56c each; Alpha Theta
Tau, one dollar; Tau Kappa Kap
pa, one dollar; Zeta Phi, one
dollar; Mu Zeta Rho, no decision;
Rho Lambda Phi, 65c each; Quonsets, North Hall, Manor Hall, Archania, Omega Phi Alpha, no re
ply-

BISHOP TIPPETT TO GIVE
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Governor and Mrs. Earl War
ren will be honored guests at the
College of Pacific graduation ex
ercises to be held in Baxter Sta
dium on Sunday, June 12th. The
graduating class will hear Dr.
Donald Harvey Tippett, Bishop
of the San Francisco area of the
Methodist Church, deliver the
Commencement address. The
long processional will begin at six
forty-five with the graduation be
ginning at seven o'clock.
Following the graduation a re
ception to be held in Anderson
Hall will be given by President
and Mrs. Robert E. Burns to hon
or Bishop and Mrs. Tippett, grad
uates, alumni, trustee, and facul
ty.
Graduating students are re
quested to attend the rehearsal
in the auditorium on Wednesday,
June 8 at 4:15 p.m., and to ap
pear at Weber Hall at 6:15 on the
evening of graduation for the
processional. No tickets will be
issued for relatives and friends
of candidates, since there will be
room for all who wish to attend.
The Alumni Commencement
Banquet will also be held on Sun
day, June 12 at 1:30 in Anderson
Hall. This banquet is for all
graduating seniors and their par
ents. Reservations should be
made immediately.

COP's Fire-Ravaged Cons. Organ
Back on Air Waves Tonight
Silent since fire destroyed intricate control mechanisms last
August, the Watt Memorial Organ in the College of the Pacific
Auditorium will be heard once more in a concert tonight.
—
Besides being the largest pipe#—
"
organ installation in the valley gans in America. He rates the
area, the instrument is now also big Estey organ which is his home
the most modern, according to instrument as among five instalAllan Bacon, chairman of the lations capable of full interpretadepartment of Organ in the Pa- tion of the world's great organ
cific Conservatory. Mr. Bacon, literature,
who will be at the keyboards,
The dedicatory program Friday
will dedicate a new console dur night at 8:15 p.m. is open to the
ing the concert.
public without charge for admisThe new control unit com- gjon
pletely replaces all the old elec-1
trical relay mechanisms which o
TUesitre tn
occupied many feet of space in S l i m m e r 1 HeatrC tO
the basement area. This part °lpresent fGuardsmen'
the organ was ruined by heat and ;
water when fire swept the inter-1 Enjoyment is in store for all,
ior of the basement last August. ]
when Pacific Little Theatre group
The new "last word" electric
Guardsmen" by Molnar,
console eliminates all the old presents
during
the
beginning of the first
bulky units and gives the organ
session
of
summer school and
ist much easier and more flexible
control of the big instrument.
again towards the last of the
second session.
4000 PIPES
The four-manual organ con-1 The first performance will be
tains more than 4,000 individual on June 22, under the direction of
pipes which range in length from
Tony Reid. A cast of grand per
a few inches to sixteen feet and
formers will add brilliance to the
54 groups of pipes and chimes.
Mr. Bacon who has been organist production.
Other productions have not
at the College since first played
on this organ in 1926 when it been revealed, but there will be
a melodrama as one of the at
was installed.
Notable among the western tractions. This particular melo
members of the American Guild drama with its cast from Pacific
of Organists, Bacon has per will perform at Columbia during
formed on most of the great or- a four-day centennial celebration.
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Dillon Beach Offers Biological Study Courses
12 Units Applicable to Any University

Memorial Day Services 'THE PLAY'S THE THING'
By Don Dragoo
Honor Nine GOP Dead I

The annual memorial Chapel
Les Abbott, Pacific Little Theater director and producer, has
service at the College of the Paci produced an emotional hair-raiser in "Home of the Brave." Dave
fic, May 23, honored the memory Qerj,er, as Mingo, steals the entire play with some very human
of nine former students and as- and slmple a€tinfr.
sociates of the College who died
• "Home of the Brave" is not
during the past year.
just another war story, but rath
Those remembered were the \
er unfolds a new angle on an idea
A maximum of twelve units
Reverend Dow W. Chilson of the §
as old as this country itself: ra
class of 1877, Reverend H. E.|
may be obtained during the sum and dredging.
cial prejudice. Hal Sherman, as
Dillon
Beach
is
located
at
Ma
Milnes, a former pastor of Cen-|
mer, and all academic units will
Coney, a Jew, takes the brunt
be recorded in the registrar's of rin County, where every type of tral Methodist Church in Stock- f
of the attack in great fashion.
living
condition
can
be
observed
fice at COP and may be trans
ton and an honorary member of 1
Sherman and Gerber are the two
ferred to any institution at the within a radius of one mile, the class of 1910; "Will S. Kellogg|
people who give the play life and
making
this
the
ideal
site
for
ta
request of the student. Dormitory
o£ the class of 1915, Bishop Louis I
vitality.
facilities are provided for a limi king advantage of the 19 avail Sanford, honorary member of the
able courses.
Charles Hess, as "T. J." Everitt,
ted number of students.
class of 1933; Joyce Bishop of the
portrays the best in character
About half of the students at class of 1946; Margaret Colbert
A recent addition is a 36-foot tending this session are from in
acting and before the play is half
diesel powered craft which is stitutions other than COP and and John T. Wood of the class of
over, you hat him. Larry Ber1949;
Thomas
Weeks
of
Stockton,
equipped for both drag-netting SC.
•
scheid,
as Finch, and Donald
father of Mrs. Robert E. Burns,
Buck, as Major Dennis Robinson,
who is wife of the president of
Jr., wander between good and
the College; and Mrs. Barbara
mediocre acting throughout the
Hull Dennis, wife of John Dennis,
play.
Lilienthal, Atomic energy head, replies to Hickenlooper attack who is Stockton College counselor
Richard Nancett found quite a
in Congress. Taft sides with Hickenlooper . . . Communists quietly and teacher of English and Pa
struggle in portraying Captain
in charge of Shanghai, infiltrating south China. U.S. and western cific graduate of 1941.
Professor Irving Goleman pre
Bittinger, the doctor. The tech
nations consider recognizing "red" government in hope of trading
nical crew should read the script
with them. Russia refuses to recognize Chinese Communist gov sided at the service. The speaker
and check on the lighting cues.
ernment . . . Eisler, refugee from U.S. courts, elected to East Ger was Dean Fred L. Farley and the '
man Congress . . . Holiday week end death toll slightly under last memorial ceremony was con- j President Robert E. Burns, who, The lighting was the only sad
years throughout the nation. California toll high
Lynching ducted by Miss Harriett Monroe with Mrs. Burns, will hold a re- part of the entire evening.
The story builds nicely to the
resumed in Georgia. Caleb Hill, Jr. taken from jail and murdered and Mi s. Elois Grove. The music ception honoring Bishop and Mrs.
was presented by the women's A Tippett following graduation cere- first scene of the third act where
Cappella Choir and organist El- monies. The reception will be held it falls flat on its face, but re
len Hendry.
j in Anderson Hall.
bounds beautifully in the last
scene to send the audience home
S.C. GRADES AND
with smiles. Scene II of the first
TRANSCRIPTS
act and scene II of the third act
art the best parts of a difficult
The insurance collection service
Students of Stockton College
Veterans planning to attend
production. Scene I of the third
at the Stockton office of the Vet the summer session at the Col who wish to receive their grades
Veteran - students who acquire ^ cou,d be discarded a,toffether
eran's Administration, 322 East lege of Pacific or at some other for the current semester must dependents or additional depen- and improve the entire show.
Weber Avenue, will be closed on institution of higher learning submit stamped, self-addressed dents while in training under the
^ properties and costuming
June 17.
should make sure that their eli envelopes to the Registrar's Of CI Bill should notify Veterans Ad- were fine except for Hal Sher.
fice, D-l.
ministration as soon as possible, man>s flashy blue bathrobe which
Reasons for the closing this gibility is currently effective ac
Requests for the transferral of so that VA can determine whethservice were the high cost of cording to Manager R. P. Shields
seemed quite out of place in a
making cash collections of pre of the San Francisco Regional transcripts to other colleges er they are eligible for increased world of army «0D.. Donaid
should
also
be
filed
with
the
of
miums, budget limitations, and Office of the Veteran Administra
subsistence payments.
Roberts out-did himself in the
fice before the end of the semes
Notice of change in dependency producti0n of the back-stage
other considerations. Until the tion.
ter.
date of closing, payments on gov
status should be sent to the VA SOund effects. The authenticity
Those who are planning to use
ernment insurance can be made their benefits for the first time
Regional Office in which the vet- and realism of the effects left
to this office. After that date should apply for their certificate be obtained only when certified eran's records are kept. The no- litt]e to the imagination.
premium payments can be made of eligibility as soon as possible. copies of marriage or birth certi tice should be accompanied by; The interference from the upto the Collections Unit, Insurance Applications should be made at ficates are on file with the VA. legal evidence of dependents, stairs recital was certainly unVeterans who are planning on such as a certified copy of public called for. Dean Elliott's musical
Service, Veterans Administration the nearest VA office or through
District Office, 180 New Mont the school they plan to attend. If changing schools will need a sup record of birth, baptism or mar- gang could have either postgomery Street, San Francisco, the certificate was issued before plementary certificate of eligibil riage.
poned their performance or pre
California.
Subsistence payments will be sented it on Friday night to pre
September 1, 1948, it should be ity and are advised to apply at
Other insurance collection units taken to the nearest VA office once for this in order to save increased as of the date legal vent the conflicting rashness with
in the San Francisco Regional Of and a new-type certificate applied delay in entering the new school. evidence is received by VA, and the play. Music C was also open.
Those planning to remain in the will not be made retroactive to The recital could have been pre
fice area that will be closed are for."
school they are now attending for the date the veteran actually ac sented quite successfully there.
those in San Jose, Sacramento,
Maximum subsistence for vet
the summer session need only no quired the dependent.
Oakland, and Fresno.
erans with wives or children may
tify the school providing they
The veteran also will receive
have sufficient eligibility to carry subsistence allowances for the re
" F E L L A S "
them through.
mainder of the semester.
FLOWERS FOR EVERT OCCASION AT THE
The Pacific Marine Station of Biological Science, located at
Dillon Beach, will again be the scene of biological activities this
summer. This summer course, which was first instituted in 1933
offers instruction for beginning students and non-biological majors,
as well as for advanced students in the habits and nature of sea
life.

Headlines of the Week

Vets Insurance Vets Must
Agency to Close Watch Eligibility

COLLEGE FLOWER SHOP

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED ON PACIFIC AVENUE
Phone 2-6550

Remember Father June 19th
%

Vets—Notify VA of
New Dependents

I N

S T O C K !

A Complete Line of:
DEVOE ARTISTS COLOR-IN-OIL
DEVOE ARTISTS WATERCOLORS
WINSOR NEWTON ARTISTS BRUSHES
— See Us For Your Paint - Wallpaper —

THE PABC0 PAINT STORE
230 W. Harding Way (Near Pacific)

ARROW SPORT SHIRTS

Phone 3-7947

$3.65—$ 5.95

INTERWOVEN SOCKS

55—

3.00

HICKOK JEWELRY

1.00—

7.50

RONSON LIGHTERS

6.00— 12.50

TEXTRON PAJAMAS

3.95— 10.95

339 E. MAIN ST.
WATCHES

DRIVE-IN

u
1603 PACIFIC AVE.

FREE OFF-STREET PARKING

Phone 2-3202

DIAMONDS

REMEMBER
THE

TELEPHONE 3-4952

(j^xford $kop
1718 Pacific Ave.

SILVER

M. Friedberger & Co.

CLEANERS

men ano eovt

T o p a y prices f o r finished f u r n i t u r e
when you c a n s a v e so m u c h b u y i n g
unfinished—Finish t o s u i t y o u r person
a l i t y . Modern — D i f f e r e n t — Beautiful.
A n t h o n y S u n s h i n e — H a r d i n g off Wilson,
Nights a n d S u n d a y s , too.
GIFTS

GIFT HEADQUARTERS

«on

SHOCKING

GRADUATE
SHOP AT

"Pick Up and Delivery"
"4 Hour Emergency Service"

•

Walter's House
of Gifts
2119 Pacific Ave.
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BRIEFLY
NOTED

Doming Nuptials of Earl Omega Phi
Oolfisis, Joyce Wood

Dinner Dance
Held Friday
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COP COMMENCEMENT EVENTS
Tuesday, June 7, 7:30 p.m.—Senior Sing in Outdoor Theatre.
Friday, June 10, 8:30 p.m.—Commencement Concert in Conservatory

of Music. Following the Concert—Reception to Conservatory.
Graduation Class by Delta Chapter Pi Kappa Lambda,
BALL-COLLINS
!
Anderson Hall.
Omega Phi Alpha's Spring For
Saturday, June 11, 10:00 a.m. — Senior Pilgrimage from Pacific
mal was the scene of the engage
The S.S. Omega Phi was
Auditorium.
ment of Beverly Ball of Epsilon
^ launched on her maiden voyage Sunday, June 12, 9:00 a.m. — Past Student Association President's
Lambda Sigma to Bob Collins ox
at the Stockton country club last
Breakfast, Clark Hotel.
Friday night when Omega Phi
10:30 a.m. Baccalaureate Service — Sermon, Chancellor Tully
Omega Phi. The traditional box
Alpha presented its annual for
of candy and cigars were passed
C. Knoles in Pacific Auditorium.
mal dinner dance.
1:30 a.m. Alumni Commencement Banquet in Anderson Hall.
to all who were at the dance last
Friday evening.
7:00 p.m. Commencement Exercises — Address, Dr. Donald
With a nautical theme being
Harvey Tippett, Bishop, San Francisco Area, Methodist
Bev, who has attended Oregon
I carried out in decorations, the
State College for the past year
Church.
| couples danced to the music of
9:00 p.m. Reception given by President and Mrs. Robert E.
will return to COP in the fall to
the Mel Servanti combo, featuring
Burns to honor Bishop and Mrs. Tippett, graduates, alumni,
finish school. Bev and Bob will
the, songs of Daren McGavern. A
trustees, faculty and other friends in Anderson Hall.
both graduate from school next
steak dinner in the club dining
June and wedding plans are
j room preceded the evening's danc- 1 (No special invitations issued.)
scheduled at that time.
ling.
| During the night the fraternity
Epsilon Lambda
MORRIS-HECK
brothers presented gold necklaces
to their respective dates in honor
Also announced at the Omega
Initiates New Members
of the occasion.
Phi Formal was the engagement
I
Formal initiation of the pledges
JOYCE WOOD
of Barbara Marie Morris and
The formal initiation of new of Epsilon Lambda Sigma was
The crew which was respon
Bob Heck. Barbara is the daugh
Joyce Wood of Stockton Col sible for the ship's initial run members to the Mu Eta chapter held last Wednesday evening,
ter of Mrs. Betty K. Morris of
lege, and Earl Collins of COP, were Ken Mork, captain; Eddie of Mu Phi Epsilon was held Sat June 1. The fourteen girls who
Hollywood, California, and Mr.
announced their engagement last LeBaron, ship's carpenter; John urday, May 7th, at the home of took their place as members of
Leonard N. Morris of Weisbaden,
Sunday afternoon at a family McCandless, ship's printer and Wilhelmina Harbert, faculty ad the sorority were as follows:
Germany.
visor.
Nancy Jones, Carol Tortenson,
dinner at the home of Louise Col Herb Williams, deck hand.
Bob, who hails from Clovis,
Honored
passengers
on
the
trip
The following pledges were ini Jean Parry, Dodee Shannon,
lins, an aunt of the groom-to-be.
California, is active on-campus.
The engagement was also an were Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Mc tiated into the honorary music Nancy Bailey, Ann Anker, Alice
He is a member of the Block "P"
nounced last night to friends of Candless, Mrs. Josephine Lucas, sorority: Margaret Pratt, Mar Bogie, Carol Cox, Larry Harris,
Society and is affiliated with the couple.
Dr. and Mrs. L. O'Brien and Mr. jory Thornton, Barbara Mills, Pat Bev West, Ginny Null, Edie FinOmega Phi Alpha. He will grad
Allen, Edna Smith, Wilma Mast cher, Jo Fincher, and Shirley
Joyce, a home economics major, Phil Garlington.
uate next June from Pacific.
and Joyce Heaton. Immediately , Michaels.
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Wedding plans are indefinite.
On the following evening, June
the initiation the new
F. C. Wood of San Diego.
Gamma Epsilon Gives following
members were the honored 2, the installation of the new
A member of Omega Phi, Earl
WILSON-FISHER
officers of Epsilon was held at a
guests for dinner at Tiny's.
will graduate from Pacific next f .Plantation Days'
Pat Wilson enjoyed the sur month. His parents are Mr. and
formal meeting. To officers in
Saturday, May 14th, found the
prise of her friends in West Hall Mrs. Frank Collins of Stockton.
Climaxing its first season as old as well as new members busy stalled were president, Marge
last Tuesday night when candy
Plans are for a late August the newest club at the College of managing a Rummage Sale which Ellis; vice-president, Mary Nel
and a poem announced her en wedding.
the Pacific, Gamma Gamma Ep is held annually to raise money son; recording secretary, Louise
gagement to Wes Fisher of Da
silon presented a semi-formal for a gift scholarship to be given Fechner; corresponding secretary,
vis, Calif.
"Plantation" dance at the Stock to some worthy and outstanding Mary Helen Agnew; treasurer,
FITZSIMMONS BLACKSH^AR
Barbara Johnson; chaplain, Gerry
Pat, the daughter of Mr. and
woman student majoring in mu
A surprise to her sorority sis ton Hotel, last Friday evening.
Simms; sergeant-at-arms, Jane
Mrs. George H. Wilson of Clarks
The
theme
of
a
plantation
in
sic.
Everyone
had
a
great
deal
of
burg, is a freshman in Stockton ters was the announcement of the old South was enhanced by fun along with the hard work and Wheeler; and library historian,
College, and Wes is a graduate the marriage of Joan Fitzsim- the decorations of magnolia blos the sale was considered a suc Shirlee Salini.
of the University of California at mons and Bob Blackshear. The soms and leaves. Dan Terry and cess by all.
Davis. They plan a November wedding took place last May 20 his band provided the musical
at Joan's home in Oakland. Only
N£w Officers were elected McDonnell Named
wedding.
her family was present for the background and dance accompan- Tuesday, May 23rd, to fill the
New President
ceremony. The couple will make , imentvacancies left by outgoing seniors.
CROCCO-EATON
their home in Stockton until
Present as chaperones were Those filling the offices are Vice
Of Archania
At an informal dinner Satur June when Bob will graduate. Af-? Dean Richardson and guest, and
President: Joyce Heaton, Record
day evening, May 28, in the home terwards they will leave for Hon- Carro11 DotT and Suest Soclal
ing Secretary; Marjory Thorton,
Sambo McDonnell was elected
of her parents Leotamae Crocco olulu where they will make their 1 Chairman Dick Ramus pro
Corresponding Secretary; Wilma President of the Archania Frater
announced her engagement to permanent home, and Bob will nounced the affair a success.
Mast, 'and Historian Reporter: nity, Alpha Kappa Phi, at the
Edwin Eaton.
go into business with his father.
Pat Allen.
meeting held at that house on
They are both Stockton College
DOf!
This Saturday, May 28th, will Thursday, May 26. McDonnell is
students. She is an Education MILLS-MARTIN
see Mu Phi Epsilon on their an the first married man to hold the
Major, a sophomore graduating in
Barbara Mills, the red-headed
nual joint picnic with Phi Mu Al office of president in the history
June whose parents, Mr. and Mrs. "Miss Stockton," proved that
pha to be held at Jenny Lind. of that fraternity.
E. L. Kitterman, reside in Oak- good things come in pairs when
Don Payne was installed as the
There will be swimming and a
Other officers elected include
dale.
she announced her engagement to new president of the Anderson baseball game between the mem the following: Vice-President Don
Edwin is a freshman majoring George Martin of Rhizomia Wed "Y" Ex-Board in a ceremony in
Murphy, Treasurer Dick Kurtzbers of the two organizations.
in Business. He is from Redding, nesday night, June 1, to her Ep Morris Chapel, Monday, May 31,
weil, and House Manager Jerry
where his parents, Mr. and Mrs. silon sisters.
at 7:15 p.m.
First Cannibal: Gosh! I forgot Parodi.
E. G. Eaton now live.
The new and old boards met at
Barbara, the daughter of Mr.
The remainder of the offices
the roast! The missionary is
Wedding plans are indefinite.
and Mrs. Fred M. Mills of ProFro four o'clock, and after two hours burning.
will be filled at the first meeting
berta, will work for a year after of business, had a supper in the
of the fall semester.
Second Same: Holy Smoke!
MARTELL-BRADY
her graduation from COP in June. "Y". The 7:15 ceremony saw the
It was engagement time at Ep
George, who attended COP last installation of Don Payne as
silon Lambda Sigma May 19, year, is working now at the Port president; Dotty Wright, vice
when alumni Mariam Martell an of Stockton. His parents are the president; Delcia Burns, secre
nounced that she was betrothed Frank Martins of Detroit, Michi tary, and Del Helm, treasurer.
Unit II representative is Joe Galto Bruce Brady of Stockton. gan.
Mariam, whose home is in Arca
No definite wedding date has legos and Unit III representative,
Kathy Batten.
dia, is teaching school at the pres been set as yet.
We thank you sincerely for your
ent time in Lodi where Bruce is
farming. The wedding is set for
some time in December.
patronage which helped us on

Hi! Phi Epsilon Holds
Formal Initiation Hay 7

Payne Installed
Prexy of T Ex-Board

STUDENTS!

S DIAMONDS...

Watch This Corner

...WEDDING

5 WM. BEERS

GIFTS

2047 PACIFIC

S T O C K T O N

ABIE MORAN

Svery week a hit of the week
vill be given*

F R EE !

o the student picked from
Directory — YOU may be
1 E X T !

THE END ZONE...
Your On-Campus Refreshment Center

A happy vacation to you all...
Thanks Again,
3232 PACIFIC AVE.

•Must be claimed within week

•

Conveniently Located in the Student Union Building

2001 Pacific Avenue

our way.
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BLACKS OVERCOME WHITES
Tigers Show Depth for '49 Season
Scovil Smooth Under Pressure;
,

By Tino Venzor

The annual intra-squad game played last Monday night was
won by the "Black" team quarterbacked by rookie Doug Scovil,
over the Eddie LeBaron quarterbacked Whites by 21-14.

Coming back on a downfield
march, LeBaron combined his
Model "T" machine of Price, Bobson and Smith on a 70 yd. drive
for a score, which tied the ball
game up 7-7 on Bill McFarland's
place kick. "Mojo" kicked four
conversions, booting for both
teams.
The whites took command
again early in the fourth period
on a pass from LeBaron to Rohde
that covered 45 yds. to give the
whites a lead 14-7. The blacks
fearing the power of the whites,
reacted immediately and tied the
score on a lateral from "Parrot"
Scovil to Don McCormick, on a
drive that covered 75 yards
which featured "Bronco" Bruce
Orvis. Orvis displayed his 1947
speed and form raising the expec
tations for this coming season.
With only 2 minutes and 35
seconds left in the ball game, the
whites were held on downs after
the exchange of kicks, and the
blacks took over on their own 32
where Don Leipelt broke off
tackle to ramble 68 yds. to score
the winning tally with the longest
jaunt of the night.

Kring, Stokes at Cub Netmen End Season
Tourney
Compton, PAA InTheNational
Stockton College tennis

Two of Pacific's outstanding team finished its season last
cindermen, pole vaulter Ray weekend by participating in the
K r i n g a n d h u r d l e r H o w a r d National J.C. tennis champion
Stokes embarked by plane this ships at Modesto, California.
morning for Compton, California,
The tournament was won by
to participate in the annual Comp Hugh Stewart of Pasadena City
ton Invitational track and field College. Stewart defeated Lorn
By Don Dragoo
carnival scheduled for this even Main in the finals in straight sets.
Last Friday afternoon at Oak ing.
The four Stockton players com
Park, the 1949 College of Pacific
Both will fly back from Comp peting were Don Jacobus, Lee
tennis team wrote finis to a very ton in time for the Pacific Asso Tucker, Ken Fergeson, and Rich
successful season. The Tiger rec ciation meet scheduled for Ed ard Haley.
ord was ten wins and four losses. wards Field, Berkeley, tomorrow
Jacobus, who has been suffering from lack of practice, was,
The spectators at the Univer afternoon.
eliminated in the third round.;
sity of San Francisco-College of
Kring, who finished in the mon
Pacific match last weekend got
Haley, the other Stockton player
ey in both the Fresno and Mo
just what they expected, a knock
to survive the first round was
desto relays, has been approach
beaten in round two. The six
down, drag-out fight to the last
ing 14 feet all season long and
men on the squad who qualified
match. The Dons won five
may scale the magic marker in I
for letters were Don Jacobus, Lee ;
matches to defeat the Tigers, 5
either tonight's or tomorrow's
to 4. Two three-set battle proved
Tucker, Ken Fergeson, Richard j
events.
Haley, Harry Jorden and Van
to be the crucial matches and
Stokes, who doubles in the 440 Sweet.
the Dons came up victorious in
and is a consistent under-24 low | Coach Mason expects a veteran
both.
Sam Match, the number one hurdler, tied for first in this squad next year with most of
man for the Dons and a nation year's CCAA low barrier event, this year's players returning.
ally ranked man, defeated Hank and copld easily cut his previous
Pfister in straight sets, 6-2, 6-2. best effort while competing
In the second feature match, Art against Dixon, Frazier, etc.
Larsen, the neurotic tennis magi
Coach Earl Jackson will wel
cian from the Bay City univer come back next spring one of the
sity, ran into a stone wall in the most seasoned cinder outfits in
form of the up and coming Paci Pacific history.
fic star, Darrell Winrich. Larsen
Mason and Macon have turned
and Winrich pounded for 45 min
in the best season of their track
utes before Winrich went down,
career despite injuries. A mile
6-4, 7-5.
relay aggregate composed of
TROPHY TO CLINT
Rayce Mason, Eddie Macon, Clem
The battle of the day came in Cope and Ken Butler could pos
the number three singles match. sibly be as fast as any on the
(Continued on Page 5)
coast.

Even though his team was de
feated, the score is not indicative
of the versatility the "Illustrious"
LeBaron put on before the pub
lic, which included everything
from drop-kicking to running his
Model "T" machine in a very
smooth and effective fashion, to
score himself twice in the first
half only to have one called back
on an off-side penalty, and a rul
ing that one of his knees hit the
ground, which was a question
able decision. These two T.D.s
would have given the ball game
to the whites.
After a scoreless first half the
blacks started a march from midfield to the 12 yd. line in four
ground plays, and a pass from
Scovil to put the blacks in scor
ing position, where fullback Wil
bur Sites scooted for the tally.
On a bad pass from center, Don
Leipelt circled end for the con
version, to give the blacks a 7-0
lead.

PRING

Dons Nip Tigers
Winrich Tough

s PORTS

In the defensive minded first
half, guard Duane Putnam was
the defense power for the whites,
along with Doug Brien, Campora,
Bob Klein, Ken Johnson, Robin
Rush, Joe Rhin and Sid Hall to
form a formidable front wall
that will be hard to move in
games to come.
In the flank position, John Pouias showed offense ability by do
ing some good pass snagging,
along with John Rohde, Phil Ortez, and Doug Smith, while AI
Stockdale disposed of blockers in
a rough fashion.
The backfield featured the ever
consistent Ernie Bobson, along
with Sites, Polenske, Orvis,
Smith, Leipelt, McCormick and
Jim Price which should give the
Pacific T machine some men who
can scoot.
Good work was put in by Clar
ou s an
ence Bell, Harry Kane, All Coast
rr
AA
backer up, and Bob Moser the
,
offensive whiz,
team of

Among the athletes who were outstanding in this spring's sports parade are those who are shown above. Lower left: Don Hardy,
ing aci ic spi inter. Above Hardy, John Rohde hauls down a touchdown pass in this spring's intra-squad game. Lower center:
'^,er t"s^ance swimmer. Above him is Bob Steel, veteran point-getter for the Kjeldsen crew. Lower right: Ken Johnson,
'«
wrestling champion, flips John Rohde during the Block P Sports Carnival. Center panel shows Pacific's powerful golf
Andy Blossom, Russ Sheppard, Fred Solomon and Verne Troyer. Top: Frank Poucher, Bengal backstroke sensation.
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Natators Shine Gamma Gamma Takes
In P.A,Ae Meet 1st In Swim Meet
College of the Pacific and
Stockton College swimmers dom
inated the second annual Stock
ton water carnival held in the
Oak Park last Monday.
Taking seven first places, the
local mermen walked away with
the meet.
| Stockton College started the
, victory parade by winning 200
I meter junior men's relay. In the
J100 meter breast stroke, Jon
Stebbins copped the winning posi| tion in the time of 1:26.4. Bill Mc| Millen placed second in the race,
i Morrie Green capped his first
year of varsity competition by
getting a win in the diving and
Bob Steel nosed out Bob Wycoff
of Stanford in the 50-yard event
in 27.3.
In the 100-meter back stroke
Frank Poucher was victorious
and Gene Nyquist took the show
position. Poucher's time of 1:12.7
set a new record.
The 200 meter freestyle found
two local natators placing. Dick
Cullenward grabbed first in the
distance event and Don Driggs
placed third.
Stebbins and McMillen teamed
up again in the 100 junior breast
stroke to take the number one
and two places.
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POW WOW

By Ed
Gamma Gamma fipsilon,
by
taking four firsts, three seconds
and one third place, rolled up a
The Spring grid windup Mon
total of 47 points and first place day evening found the Paeific
honors in the intramural swim quarterbacks taking to the air
meet. Pacific Athletic Club took with abandon to liven up what
second with 33 points; Rhizomia, otherwise had been proving to be
third with 29 points; Omega Phi, a chilly night. Eddie LeBaron
fourth with 28 points; Quonset I, completed 14 passes in 31 at
fifth with 11; and Archania, sixth tempts for 229 yards; while Doug
with 1 point.
Scovil connected five for eight
Hal Sherman, the only entry covering a total of 65 yards.
from Quonset I, ran away with McWILLIAMS PRO
high point honors with 11 points.
Stan McWilliams, mainstay of
He tied with Hal Kuttner for first the Tiger mound staff for the
place in diving, took second in past two seasons is now the prop
the fifty-yard free style, and erty of the Boston Red Sox of
then took fourth in the 100 yard the American League. Stan, who
back stroke. Chuck Hoist, Rhizo wisely signed a no bonus con
mia and Jim Guillet, Omega Phi tract will probably be farmed out
each took two places.
to Scranton, a class A ball club.
No intramural records were The big right hander hurled two
broken in the meet.
seasons for the Orange and Black
Last Thursday in the '99' Hot compiling a favorable record
rod Stadium, A1 Smith, Pete Mc- against some of the toughest
Curdy, Barry Maynard, Jon competition in collegiate base
Stebbins, Ed Skibby, and Ed Da- ball. McWilliams participated in
vies toed the startmark on their 24 games winning 14 and losing
bicycles. Three and a half miles seven. He had an earned run
and a few turns of the track la average of 3.21, while fanning 111
ter Barry Maynard and Ed Da- batters and issuing 84 bases on
vies, in that order, came in ahead balls.
of the pack to take first and sec
Sonny Adkins will join a group
ond place honors. They were of College All-Stars for a summer
presented medals by Mr. Lee J. tour of the Northwest. The team
Atwater, who sponsored the sponsored by Mohawk of Walnut
event. Maynard's time for the Creek will tour the Pacific North
course was 8:16:3.
west, British Columbia and Alas
Out of the ten who started the ka. Adkins took second place in
course, John Toffemire, Lee Goff, the batting race for Pacific this
Bob McMahon, and Ray Coyken- season by hitting at a .341 clip.
dall won their places in the Sig Sonny need have no fear of
ma Delta Phi honorary fraternity. games being called because of
To get this honor they had to darkness on this trip.
participate in 15 events. This is C.O.P. CREW?
an all-around course, containing
The Stockton Regatta was
parts of baseball, track, swim termed a success but something
ming, football, and gymnastics. was lacking for the home town
folks. The 5,000 spectators that
lined the river banks for the shell
races had to cheer for an out-

Powell

side team, for the Tigers were
not represented.
It has long been recognized
that the Stockton waters are ideal
for crew racing. California, Ore
gon State and Stanford's partici
pation in the events is proof
enough. The course offered a
three-mile straight-away with a
good view for those lining the
shore.
Why the College of the Pacific
has not been active in crew racing
has long been a mystery of the
sports-minded citizens of this
community. The Tigers have
been knocking themselves out on
the gridiron year after year with
out gaining national recognition.
The difficulty in scheduling ma
jor grid teams has kept Pacific
out of the national sports scene.
This problem doesn't exist in the
shell game.
With the best crew in the world
only 70 miles away the Tigers
would have little trouble schedul
ing races. University of Califor
nia is favorable toward any plan
of building crew racing on this
coast. The Bears would gladly
lend a helping hand by donating
two shells, and Norrie Graham,
who was coxswain on California's
1932 Olympic Champions, would
be willing to coach the Tigers.
There is no doubt that the peo
ple of Stockton and the Bay Area
are interested in water sports.
These locales have long been the
breeding grounds for champion
ship crews, sailboats and speed
boats. The Stdckton Regatta is
growing in stature each year, so
it is quite probable that a crew
championship meet may be staged
to rival that of Poughkeepsie.

MOPE TENUIS-

(Continued from Page 4)
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Howard Stokes (extreme left) is third.
nt against San Jose State.
Lower right: Ed Macon, Bengal quarter'
(, championship Stockton College swim team: Dick Cullenward, Jon Stebbins,
In the center panel, six outstanding members of
e
Albert Top: Howard Pearce, towering center for Pacific's basketball team
Bob Jiminez, DennyPace, <Captain
^yqm^d Bcm^
members of tMs year's Stockton College track team:
was voted the season's most-improved player Bottom rigj :
Kirkpatrick turns back all San Jose contenders in the mile run.

ss Mariassss?——-—

Conway Catton, winner of the
Golden Gate singles champion
ship and a consistent winner for
the Dons all season, was matched
with Pacific's Clint Arbuckle.
Catton romped through the first
set, 6-4. Arbuckle, fighting for
every point and rallying beauti
fully, won the second set, 6-4.
The third set turned into a bat
tle of nerves. Catton went up 4-3;
Arbuckle came back at 5-4; Con
way tied at five-all; Arbuckle
went to 6-5 with a 40-30 service.
Conway deuced the next point
and Clint passed the Don for the
advantage. Catton returned ser
vice and charged the net in an
attempt to deuce only to have
Arbuckle return volley with a
beautiful passing shot that barely
cleared the net to win the set and
the match, 4-6, 6-4, 7-5.
Between
the singles and
doubles matches, Ted Bright,
former Tiger tennis star, pre
sented Clint Arbuckle with the
"Ted Bright Most Valuable Play
er Trophy."
In the singles round number
four, the experience of Harry
Roche of U.S.F. paid off over
Pacific's Bob -Hall, 1-6, 6-4, 6-4.
Don Hamilton stretched his vic
tory string to four in a row when
he slaughtered Frank Sample,
6-0. 6-2. Hamilton's service and
net game proved to be too much
for the mystified Don to Cope
with.
Bill Green of U.S.F. and Ted
Collins of Pacific battled for an
hour and a quarter three-set
match before Green finally
stopped Collins in the third set,
2-6, 6-4, 6-3.
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GRAND OLD MAN HONORED

Pacific Standings for 1948-49 Season
Sport

Won

Football ~
Basketball
Baseball
Golf
Swimming
Tennis
Track

7
14
17
8
7
8
4

Lost

Tied

CCAA
Standing

1
2...
13
0 ...
13
*..0...
4
0...
1
0
4...._
0
1
0

2
4
3
2
1
1
2 (tie)

700
519
566
666
875
666
800

Corduroy Sport Coat
4 Patch Pockets
All Colors,
All Sizes
Science Tested

'Band of Renown'
Comes to Town
Friday, June 10
%

Hailed by music fans from
coast to coast as "The Band of
the Year," Les Brown and his or
chestra will appear in the Stock
ton Civic Auditorium on June 10,
demonstrating the style of music
which has won for them the ac
claim of the radio audience, gen
eral public and press.
Together with Les Brown and
his orchestra will come Buddy
| Rich, Les's newly acquired drum! mer. Buddy, who is well known
from his own band and who has
acquired the title as the "person
ality boy," will make the Les
Brown organization a two-in-one
band.
Besides this, students at Stock
ton College and C.O.P. are get
ting the advantage of a special
admission in the coupons which
The grand old man of football was honored May 5 at Portland, may be obtained in the End
Oregon, by the trustees of Pacific University, where his son Paul Zone. With this coupon the ad
heads the physical education courses and coaches the football team. mission is $1.00 per person. This
Left to right seated, A. A. Stagg, retired coach, R. B. Hammond, appearance is part of a tour that
trustee; Standing, Paul Stagg, coach at Pacific; W. C. Ciersbach, Les Brown has been making in
conjunction with different col
Pacific President.
leges and universities.
Featured on the Bob Hope pro
Mediterraneangram for the last two years, Les
Brown will bring his entire com
(Continued from Page 1)
pany, with such personalities as
him. He was doing educational Sunday Chapel
Butch Stone, a comedy vocalist
work there in rural agriculture
JuJly 5 — Concluding the Sun who is well known for his "A
and Public Health and Sanitation
day
chapel services for the Spring Good Man Is Hard to Find" and
under the sponsorship of the Near
Semester,
Dr. Frank A. Lind "Triskaidekaphobia;" vocalists
East Foundation. In addition he
horst,
director
of Christian Com Ray Kellog, Betty Taylor, and
has taken several trips nito Yugo
munity
Administration,
will ad Stumpy Brown; and Ray Klein,
slavia, Macedonia, Greece, Tur
dress
students
at
Morris
Chapel one of the top trombonists in the
key, Crete and Rhodes. His full
country.
knowledge of Italian is supple Sunday morning with the ques
Les Brown, who's latest Colum
tion,
"After
College—What?"
mented by his ability to speak
bia hit record, "I've Got My Love
Dr. Lindhorst's sermon is the
some Serbian, Spanish, French
to Keep Me Warm," and composer
last in a series of five built
and German.
of ."Sentimental Journey" is ac
around
the
theme,
"Wanted:
Blue
Although many members of the
cepted by the critics, public, col
party may be going along for a print for Happiness." The guest lege and high school students, and
pleasure cruise, Werner expects speaker, Dr. Lindhorst, is COP the press as the recording king
most of his voyagers to take one professor of Religious Education. of America. His record sales were
or more of the courses offered. His service is being sponsored by far ahead of any other orchestra
Students can register for Mediter Freshman Hall. Clarence Dudley in the nation last year. With ad
ranean Civilization in the" History of North Hall has been chosen as vance sales of over 250,000, Les
student leader. The soloist, Mari- „
.
...
department.
i„„ <- „i.
... .
. j ! Brown is practically assured the
In addition Political Science lyn Coulter, will be accompanied i distinction of being the top re
courses, in Russo-American Rela by Dorothy Dunn. Both are from cording artist again this year.
tions and Problems of the Near West Hall.
He has already released an al
Members of the Sunday Chapel
and Middle East will be given by
bum with his most requested
Committee for the semester were:
Werner and Taylor.
tunes: "Sentimental Journey,"
Chairman, Ellen Anderson, Tau
"Twilight Time," "Bizet Has His
Kappa Kappa; Vice-Chairman,
Day," "A Good Man Is Hard To
Evelyn Naill, West Hall; Board
Find," "Mexican Hat Dance,"
of Ushers, Bob Schumacher,
"Leap. Frog," "Out of Nowhere,"
Quonset
"E";
Secretary,
Audrey
When you see the late-model unfin
(Continued on page 7)
ished f u r n i t u r e a t Anthony Sunshine's.
New—Beautiful. F u r n i t u r e you've never Beam, Epsilon Lambda Sigma;
seen before.
T h e prices?
You won't Finance and
Speaker Contact
believe i t ! H a r d i n g off Wilson. Nights
Chairman, Roy Peterson, Manor
a n d S u n d a y s , too.
Hall; Publicity Chairman, Louise
Croak, Freshman Hall; Group
SPECIAL ORDERS FOR
Advisor, Mr. Kenneth C. BeighPASTRY GOODS . . .
ley of the Speech Department;
Place your order early for Music Advisor, Mr. Allan Bacon,
Clip
special banquets, coffee clubs professor of Organ and Piano.

Sunday Chapel
Features Lindhorst

SPEECHLESS

Stockton Civic And.
FRI., JUNE 10

or bn'dqe party needs. Meticu
lous attention is given.

Cakes - Pastry - Delicatessen
1910 Pacific Ave.

Ph. 6-6324

• Our Cakes Are Made W i t h
S w a n s Down Cake F l o u r #

This

Tobacco is a dirty weed,
I like it;
It satisfies no normal need,
I like it;
It makes you thin,
it makes you lean,
'
It takes the hair
right off your bean,
It's the worst darn stuff
I've ever seen,
I like it.
— Ralph Richardson

Ad
and
SAVE!

Coal and petroleum production
is increasing in Alaska.

l se Bravo & McKeegan's Convenient Charge Plan
LET'S MEET AT —

More time to pay 1/3 Monthly

7?raVof-Mc/^egan

ft
3 2 1 6 PACIFIC AVE.

PHONE 3-2346

Th'is ad will act as a discount
coupon—Clip it and present at
box office to receive admission
for $1.00.
•
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Fourth Annual Pacific Music Camp—Largest Ever
Howell, Mancini, Ban,
Bakaleinikoff Perform
For GOP Music Gamp
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To Bop or Not to Bop
That is the Question
NEW YORK—The center of in
terest in most arguments along
the music byways here is bebop.
There can be no doubting the in
fluence of this new music. Long
lines outside the Royal Roost and
the Clique illustrate the mass ap
peal contained in modern jazz as
interpreted by Parker, Gillespie,
Herman, et. al. Yet the opinion of
most men is that bop, in its pres
ent form, is not here to stay.

Spring Brings Us
Big Blackbirds

As summer arrives on our
campus, it brings changes notice
able to all. It brings the green
lawns, the warm sun, the balmy
evenings, the pre-vacation antici
With the largest advance en
pation, and it brings one more
rollment yet registered to this
thing — those darned blackbirds
date, the fourth annual Pacific
who spend their time hanging out
Music Camp is expected to bring
in front of South Hail zooming
a capacity group of 200 talented
down on the unfortunate souls
young western musicians here
who happen to be passing below.
from June 21 to July 22, accord
These birds can't be content to
ing to director David T .Lawson.
Reports drifting in from col sing or fly like the average bird,
Selected high school and col
leges and ballrooms bring out the they have to be downright nasty.
lege level music performers from
fact that the public wants dance
It is not an uncommon sight to
seven states have signed for the
music above all else. A happy see a suitor leave his lady at
five week period, a program of
combination of bop and commer South Hall, walk under the state
intense activity in bands, or
c i a l a r r a n g e m e n t s h a s b e e n ly maple trees, then suddenly
chestras, choral groups, opera
sought • by most of the name quicken his pace, exclaim "What
companies, and special concerts
bands in operation. They report happened!" and run for the near
under noted American conductors.
that several bop arrangements' est shelter at the sight of a flight
On Sunday, June 26, the camp
mixed in with popular dance; of those black monsters, who
band, orchestra and chorus will
scores have resulted in wide with blood In their eyes and hate
combine to open their music
spread enthusiasm.
in their hearts will relentlessly
series events with a concert. The
endeavor to scare the wits out
Almost
every
band
in
the
na
week following they will appear
tion now boasts several bop tunes. of anyone who happens to be
in a network broadcast, staged
Notable are Ray Anthony, Jimmy | unfortunate enough to get in
and directed by top Hollywood
Dorsey,
Elliot Lawrence and Ray i their way.
talent.
Constantin Bakaleinikoff caught as he raises his baton for McKinley.
It seems that this is the time
These progressive
The show will be written by silence before a group of students of a previous Summer Music
maestri all feature their top re that the blackbirds care for their
Vic Knight who has penned Camp. Bakaleinikoff and his brother will again appear on the
corded hits while including a young, and they must be given
scripts for Kate Smith, Eddie list of guest musicians at Pacific's Music Camp.
portion of bebop in their pres credit for doing a remarkable
Cantor and Fred Allen. Music
entations. In all cases the bop job. No one but a knight in ar
for broadcasting will be written MORE LES BROWN
stuff is danceable and depends mor would stand a chance with
and conducted by Walter Schu.
more on ensemble playing than the ebony terrorizers.
(Continued from Page 6)
mann who composes and directs
There seems to be no known
on soloists. Since they realize that
"Junior Miss" for the Abbott
way
to discourage these little
their own interpretation will be
and Costello films. Narrator for and "Daybreak Serenade." His i
feathered fiends, arm waving has
the
first
bebop
heard
in
many
i
The
Air
Force
F-86
jet
fighter,
no reaching effect, and swearing
the show will be film comic Andy J Vo"Triskaidekaphobia;"vstsilaco
next release will be "A Fine Ro I holder of the world's speed rec- areas, they strive for perfection. has even less. The only possible
Devine.
'ord,
travels
so
fast
in
a
dive
that
It will be interesting to note advice for one walking in the
Other public attractions by the mance," which is expected to bet a special system of cameras used
camp will include an opera in ter the mark set by "I've Got during the war for tracking rock the final result of bebop's effect vicinity of the blackbirds, is
English, ensemble and solo con My Love to Keep Me Warm," ets has been found necessary to on popular music. The general "cover your heads, and proceed
opinion is that many changes at your own risk."
certs featuring such names as which was voted the best platter check its speed.
Constantin and Vladimir Baka by over 250 colleges for four I Powered by a General Electric must be made before it can read
S. C. Grades
leinikoff of Pittsburg and Holly straight weeks, as well as being J-47 jet engine, the F-86 holds the ily be accepted by the masses.
Stockton College students de
wood, John Howell of Chicago, the most played record by the i world's speed record for level
siring to have their grades mailed
siie
or
airplane
at
any
point
in
Frank Mancini of Modesto, and disc jockeys of America.
flight—a fraction under 671 miles
George Ban of Sacramento, as
When Frank Sinatra was asked per hour—but instruments for a dive with accuracy within plus to them should leave a self-ad
well as members of the resident which orchestra he felt was the measuring this level flight speed or minus 20 feet at altitudes as dressed stamped envelope in the
best all-around band of the year, are not accurate enough for the high as 40,000 feet. Radar, the Registrar's Office, Building D,
staff.
without hesitation The Voice an dive tests, according to engineers next best known method of Room 1.
swered, "Les Brown."
of the North American Aviation, height measurement, has an er
ror of plus or minus 200 feet.
Besides being a dance orchestra Inc., builder of the swept-wing
By determining absolute height
Those students who counsel in and recording; artist, Les Brown fighter.
and using triangulation methods with excitement when you see the late
the Red Cross Camp at Silver is also a theatre band. He has j To meas.ure the speed of the plus the instrumentation in the model unfinished furniture. Finish it
yourself. The satisfaction of accom
Lake this summer, under the di played very successful engage i F-86 in dives, the engineers plan airplane itself, the engineers ex- j plishment. The Tremendous Raving:.
ANTHONY
SUNSHINE. Harding off Wil
to
use
a
battery
of
five
Askania
ments
at
the
New
York
Para
rection of Miss Edna Gehlken,
pect to get air-speed readings.
son. Nites and Sundays, too.
may apply for Community Ser mount, Capitol and Strand, the cameras. Developed during the
vice credit in the Placement Of Chicago Theatre, the Earle in war in Germany, the cameras
Philadelphia, the Palace in Cleve , "map" the sky and measure the
fice, South Campus, D-3.
absolute height of a bomb, mis
When on the Avenue
The former statement that land, and many others.
"Work Experience credit" will be
STOP FOR A SNACK
allowed should have read "Com
munity Service Credit."

Speed Camera Maps
Jet Fighter Speed

Our Mistake!

GGING MAD

The first public entertainment
in San Francisco was given on
June 22, 1849.
A TO*

AH various TO

CALIFORNIA

WORLD-FAMOUS 7Yt MILLION DOUAR EARLY CALIFORNIA
HACIENDA WHERE ICING* OUEENS HAVE HEN ENTERTAINED
VtuU

®tmcAultS*

LISTEN EVERY SUNDAY MORNING tiSO KSfO "DUOE RANCH
•REAKFAST- AND RADIO SHOW. LUNCHEON. DINNER,
COCKTAILS, SWIM, DANCE, RIDE. WRITE VACATION FOLDER.

Old TStatet

• PIEASANTO*

four F.S.A. Card good
or 20% discount on all
patches, diamonds and
ewelry purchased at

SMITH'S
102 DON BURTON BLDG.

.ny watch cleaned, reand

overhauled

$5.50

AT THE

SCHOOL SUPPLIES - NOVELTIES - ETC.
3224 Pacific Ave.

P h °ne 3-9966

PACIFIC MARKET

QUALITY — COURTESY
GROCERIES — MEATS — VEGETABLES
3200 Pacific Ave.
DM 6-6136
—We Cash Checks — Students Welcome—

CAUf.

SAVE 20%

aired

PACIFIC 5 & 10

The Ideal GraduatiQn Gift for Him ...

100% CASHMERE
FULL-FASHIONED
V-NECK

PULLOVER
Black, Navy, Bottle Green, Maroon, Aqua, Gray
Powder Blue

Phone 7-7095

1928 Pacific Avenue

For Graduation
Give ci • • •

PORTABLE TYPEWRITER
Whether

the

road

ahead

leads to further schooling or
to business, a

PORTABLE

TYPEWRITER will make the
next job easier.

— All Makes Available —
ROYAL, CORONA, UNDERWOOD, REMINGTON

TERMS - 150 per week
STOCKTON TYPEWRITER CO.
121 N. California St.

Phone 2-8514

Stockton, California
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Final Week Examination Schedule

Going Mad

All classes will meet as scheduled, either for examination or
regular class work. Any variation from this schedule should be
By Jerry Mullin
approved by the administrative committee.
Salutations and happy vaca
STOCKTON COLLEGE 13 AND 14 GRADE CLASSES
tions
to all you kiddies; remem
Classes
that
ordinarily
meet
five
days
a
week
will
have
their
Doug Brodie
Editor
ber
the
time is almost here. The
e
^8r^ J
Business Manager examinations at the time scheduled for M.W.F. at that hour. They
Alien Woodall, James Morrison ~
Faculty Advisors
time of the year you dream
need not meet for examination period at that hour.
about, scheme about, and think
Published every Friday during the College year by the Federated Student
Association. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post Office. STOCKTON COLLEGE 11 AND 12 GRADE CLASSES
Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
Classes that meet five days a week will meet at hours will never come. The time when
school books fail to play an im
n"nv RmvlMte —
Associate Editor scheduled for M.W.F. classes, and those for T.TIL classes (with
*1?.?. Burdette
_
*
News Editor
the exception of T.TH. 11:00 classes which won't meet.) P.E. portant place in your life (You
Will Fannon
Felissa Capillo, Sue Thomson
ZZZZZ.ZZZZ'ZZZ"'SocieH EdHors activity classes and Study Halls will meet during scheduled hours. mean, there is such a time?)
n.vi,JrZ'
as!'-™
~
Exchange and Drama Editor
Usually at the close of the sem
Class ordinarily meets: Daily, M.W., W.F., M.F.
d
rner
}..i o„ „,^
Feature Editor
ni, ( .it .i.
Sports Editor M.W.F. 8:00
ester, you say to all lovers of
Mon. 10:30-12:30 Class ordinarily meets:
W
o
e
=
M.W.F. 9:00
Tue. 10:30-12:30
T.TH. 8:00
Tues. 8:00-10:00 the theatre that they must wait
i&FSPrss ::::::::::::::
M.W.F. 10:00 Wed. 10:30-12:30 I T.TH. 9:00
Wed. 8:00-10:00 till second session and the melo
M.W.F. 11:00 Thurs. 10:30-12:30
T.TH. 10:00 Thurs. 8:00-10:00 drama. This summer is differ
M.W.F. 12:15 Mon. 1:30- 3:30 T.TH. 12:15
Fri. 1:30- 3:30 ent though, because opening the
M.W.F. 1:15 Tues. 1:30- 3:30 T.TH. 1:15
Fri. 8:00-10:00 first Wednesday night of the
M.W.F. 2:15 Wed. 1:30- 3:30
T.TH. 2:15
Mon. 8:00-10:00 summer session will be Pacific
M.W.F. 3:15 Tliur. 1:30- 3:30
T.TH. 3:15
Fri. 10:30-12:30 Repertory's first production, "The
M.W.F. 4:15 Mon. 4:00- 6:00 | T.TH. 4:15
Wed. 4:00- 6:00 Guardsman" starring Glen HulM.W.F. 5:10 Tues. 4:00- 6:00 i T.TH. 5:10
Thur. 4:00- 6:00 ing and June Reid. From there
Almost here. The long awaited summer vacation looms
1) Courses given at 4:15-6:00 or 7:15^:00 P.M. will have their on out there is a show practically
at the end of next week, clouded by finals and menacing final examination at regular hour on regular day during examina every night, for summer students
term papers. This week's Pacific Weekly is the last one tion week.
and residents it will be a terrific
of the semester and it seems about time to sum up every
2) If any one hour course presents conflict in examination chance to see some fine theatre.
schedule, examination hours may be arranged between class and
thing in general in a half-remembered way.
Many are the fond recollections
of friends so dear and true; many
Stockton College seems to hgve changed from a large instructor.
3) If an examination is given in laboratory work, the exam
mud hole to a grassy expanse that will someday rival COP ination hour corresponding to any of the regular lab. hours may are the recollections of me and
you. The you in this case is
(Except tor the large-sized dust bowl called a parking lot. be arranged.
David "Allysius" Gerber. Not
The MURDER assembly, in which a very nice present
4) Courses meeting T.TH. at the same hour and one other many times do I take the oppor
was received by the college, a new Pontiac to be exact hour on either T. or Th. will have examinations at the time cor tunity to say a few kind words
responding to the hour that these courses meet on both Tues. and about this stalwart defender of
was awfully boring. We were "took" on this one —
Thurs.
our football team, but today is
Sports, too, came into the limelight. The National
different. Not only has Mr. Ger
Junior College Swim Meet and the track win over San
ber (Get that mister) done some
Coast Guard Wants fine
Jose State and Fresno came both in the same hell-raising
things in the past (not men
week-end.
College Graduates
tioning his column, conspicuously
The assemblies put on by a sweating assembly committee
College graduates are now be absent this week), but in the
weren't bad, considering the handicaps imposed upon them
ing urged by the United States present he is doing some even
by students.
Coast Guard to avail themselves finer things. His performance in
of the chance to become perma "Home of the Brave," which will
Religious week came off in the good side of the ledger,
By Ellie Ralph
nent commissioned Coast Guard play again this Saturday night, is
but seems to me that it could have used a bit more publicity.
nothing short of terribly, terribly,
officers.
COP played host to the Art Association meeting along Over Memorial week-end thirtyAt the present time the Coast good. Ah, such talent from one
about Match, and according to everyone, some terrific tilings two members of the Hostel Club Guard needs college graduates so young.
made camp at Yosemite. Seven
were exhibited.
Many people have said to me,
who can be trained to function as
cars left Friday loaded with food,
The Death Valley tour came off as scheduled, with sleeping bags, tents, and hostel general duty officers. Applicants "Jerry, why do you write this
only a small amount of mishaps, and a lot of fun for every ers. For cooking purposes the must be under thirty-one years column?" I ponder over that
of age. Some preference will be statement even now. I think
one concerned. Wonder how rpany will go next year.
group was divided into three sec
given to science and math majors about it seriously, frivolously,
April Fool brought the usual jokes of the day, and one tions. While some were cooking and to men with previous experi and earnestly. I consulted several
of them was the day's edition of the Weekly. We had fun pancakes for breakfast others ence in the Armed forces.
intellects about campus. I ques
putting it out, what with taking cracks at students and were preparing lunches for the After a brief training period at tioned a professor or two. I even
hikes. The group really roughed
faculty alike. HA!
the Coast Guard Academy, ap asked my relatives. I have come
it when they are every place but
plicants will be assigned to two to one great conclusion. "Jerry,
PACIFIC LEAVES C.C.A.A.
at a table.
years active duty. It is hoped why do you write this column?"
What happens to the smaller sports?
By eight o'clock Saturday that these men will make the
Especially pleasing to this old
FSA elections came in May, and What A Battle! Hess, morning the hostelers were on j Coast Guard their lifetime'career heart of mine, is the knowledge
Murray, Hoist, and Rhode seemed about to enter a bloody their way to Yosemite Falls. A; after this two-year trial stretch that lovely red-headed, beautiful
group hiked to the lower falls
for a' married ensign ly voiced, nice in a bathing suit
battle at times, with Dean Betz riding herd.
Pay
MARDI GRAS! What a week-end. The parade, the and the rest of the hikers strove starts at §282 a month. He may to,, Barbara Mills has been se
costume ball, the parties, everything. Grades sure fell that for the upper falls three and one- expect an advancement in two to lected as Miss Stockton. You
half miles above the floor of the three years and he Is entitled to may perhaps remember her as
time.
Valley. The view from the top the same allowances, medical the sassy tongued wench in
Right on the end is the place to tack on thanks to of the falls was a breathtaking benefits and retirement benefits "Dark of the Moon" or the en
everyone who made the publication of this sweat and spectacle. After resting and eat which accrue to officers of equal chanting queen of the night in
ing for awhile the group descend rank in the other services.
blood newspaper every week, for 18 issues.
"The Magic Flute." If you can't
ed
to the Valley in one-third the
The Coast Guard seeks to make remember her in either of these
The battle is over until next fall.
time it took them to reach the life and property at sea as safe productions, you take a stroll
top.
as possible. In so doing a wide over by ye olde Epsilon, wait,
Even tho it rained the next two variety of occupations are avail look, and then try to forget!
days the hostelers enthusiastic able. Those interested in a career
Really, truthfully, seriously,
ally set out on the various hikes in this important peace-time ser and even affectionately, I say
scheduled for the day. Those who vice may obtain information by have an enjoyable summer, get
went to Vernal Falls were not writing to Commandant (PTP), plenty of rest, and come back to
soaked by the rain so much as by U. S. Coast Guard, Washington school full of vim, vip, vigor, and
the heavy mist from the falls. 25, D.C.
vitality; cause, brother, I'll be
At the top of the 'falls the damp
back next year with the same old
hikers dried their clothes piece EXCHANGE COLUMN
column and the same old bull.
by piece over a small fire. Ho
Over at Santa Clara University, (Really, Jerry, why do you write
stelers toured Yosemite Valley on a representative from the R. J. this column?)
bicycles in the rain.
Reynolds Tobacco Company was
The Hostel trip differs from on hand to pass out free—that's
other school trips in that it was right, free—packs of cigarettes to
student planned and organized. the students, provided they had
Chaperones for the group were their student body cards with
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Stocking, them. And to top it all off, the
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Schmidt, and students were also given plastic
Mr. Joe Risser, advisor for the cases.
» * *
group. The Hostel Club is consid
ering the Yosemite Trip as an
The Santa Monica City College
©VARSITY Magazine
annual affair. On future trips, paper, The Corsair, is in the
For Young Mon
however, the group will be more midst of being improved. One of
prepared in case of rain.
their improvements is known as
"bleed-off". This consists of
• a llttlo moro fubtlo, Shanohan."
Oregon and Washington pro having a picture run to the very
duce most of the filberts grown edge of the paper and leaving no
in the United States.
margin whatsoever.

We are the Sum Total of Our
Past Expenences

Hostel Club
Spends Holiday
At Yosemite

